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Interviews.

Summary: Hal S. Currey was administrator for both the Institute of Psychiatry (IOP) and the Department of Psychiatry in 1989. He begins his interview by describing his initial reaction to hearing that Hurricane Hugo might strike
Charleston. He goes on to describe preparing IOP for the storm by discharging patients, assigning hospital staff to shifts, and sending non-essential employees home. Currey describes his experiences during the height of the storm, including watching the windows in his office bow and the shattering of several IOP windows that resulted in destroyed offices. He also details the flooding on President's Street and the fear that the institute building was going to flood. Currey recalls the days immediately following the storm and describes the recovery efforts at IOP and the MUSC campus.

Additionally, Mr. Currey describes preparing his family for the storm and then returning to his home on Sullivans Island for the first time after landfall. He also describes the destruction on the island.
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Note: This interview is part of the “Hurricane Hugo Oral History Project” series. These interviews document the experiences of administrators, hospital personnel, and maintenance staff who worked on the MUSC campus during landfall of Hurricane Hugo, September 21-22, 1989. Eleven interviews were conducted between June and August 2009 in preparation for the development of a physical and online exhibit, “MUSC Remembers Hurricane Hugo.” The online exhibit is available at http://waring.library.musc.edu/exhibits/hurricanehugo/.
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